Abstract. In elliptic function theory, the nome q can be given as a power series in e with integer coefficients, q = X)M>o6ne4" + '. Heretofore, the first 14 coefficients were calculated with considerable difficulty.
It has been pointed out almost everywhere [1] - [8] that the complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind can be calculated using the rapidly convergent theta functions. For example, the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, with modulus k, has the expressions, [5] , o) K(k)=r-<*>-= § i+2if 0 VI -k2 sin2 6 2\ «>-
n>i 1 4 q2 The nome q is a function of the modulus k via the intermediary e, 2 (3) l\~l-(k't 2Ll + ik't k'=(l-k2)v\ where (Weierstrass [6] ) (4) <7=<7(e)= Z S"e4"+1.
n>0
The first few integer coefficients, Sn, S0 = 1,8. = 2, S2 = 15, S3 = 150, ô4 = 1707, . . . , have been calculated, the first four by Weierstrass [6] , six by MilneThomson [7] , fourteen by Lowan, et al. [8] . In this paper, we give a completely general formula for all of these integers 8n and calculate the first 59. These match exactly with those of [6] , [7] , [8] .
Theorem. Let the nome q, e and Sn,n> 1, be as defined above. Then the integers Table 1   S_L  S k   1  0  -26 556084  5Î  -2  1  32566736  52  5  2  -39865632  53  -10  3  48714496  54  4k + 1 
where 2* is a summation over all the integer partitions k = 21<í<nas, tí = 21<J<nsaí, as > 0. The Ck are integers satisfying the recursion relation
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Previous calculations of the 8n [6] , [7] , [8] were done by rewriting (6) to give (9) <? = e+ Z 2eq(2k)2-q(2k+x)2.
k>l This expression can be used as a recursion relation to eliminate q on the right-hand side. It is clear from this that the 8n axe integers. Table I gives the integers Ck, k = 0,1,2, ... , 100. The recursion relation defining them only requires V^ terms for each k, hence calculation of the Ck is not time consuming. However, constructing [13] Table II, 8n , n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 58, involves generating all the partitions of n for each 77. The number 77(77) of partitions of 77 is
